Introduction
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This paper is intended to be a provocation. It is in- connected to the Antarctic continent (Child 1985 (Child , 2008 . 1016 In other words, the report suggested that there might 1017 be a 'race' between China and Australia to see who 1018 could obtain the first one million year old ice core. 1019 And one could imagine that China would refer to East 1020 Antarctica as the source area not AAT. Beyond that, 1021 ice core recovery work, interpretation and analysis is a 1022 multi-national affair, as other consortia around Vostok, 1023 Dome C, Dome Fuji and Lake Ellsworth remind us 1024 (more generally, Elzinga 2016). British academics, such 1025 as Lewis and Maslin, have recently put to use the Law 1026 Dome core to raise an argument regarding the onset 1027 of the Anthropocene being initiated with the European 1028 colonisation of South America (Lewis and Maslin 1029 2015).
1030
For scholars of Antarctica, recent writings on the 1031 more than human/non-human offer potentially rich pick-1032 ings to interrogate further the manner in which objects 1033 such as the ice core are entangled in sovereignty projects. 1034 The ice core in this reading become not an inert object but 1035 something more active; a lively subject communicating 1036 across time and space with a variety of audiences. In 1037 so doing, it also raises to the fore awkward encounters 1038 for claimant states such as Australia in terms of how 1039 the planetary history of the Earth becomes embedded in 1040 nationalist narratives and practices including images of 1041 Australian hands holding ice core drilling equipment and 1042 the role of Australian institutions in storing and archiving 1043 the 2,000 year old ice cores. While it might well be so 1044 that Australian hands are the dominant form of agency 1045 here, the ice itself might prove 'disobedient' and even 1046 awkward as it potentially evades Australian discovery The strategy talks about being a logistics collab-1125 orator of choice in East Antarctica. But it fails to 1126 acknowledge the importance of our search and rescue 1127 responsibilities. As we, and other Antarctic nations, 1128 enhance their polar programs, with more personnel 1129 and greater coverage of land and marine activities, 1130 the risk of SAR incidences will increase in this harsh 1131 environment.
1132
The strategy sensibly focuses on the importance of 1133 our work in the East Antarctic region. That's congru-1134 ent with our core interest of sovereignty over our Ant-1135 arctic territory. But we should avoid any perception 1136 that we're focused only on those waters surround-1137 ing our sub-Antarctic territories and our Antarctic 1138 territory.
1139
Where to from here? If we're fair dinkum about 1140 pursuing our Antarctic interests, we need to be active 1141 in Antarctica. But our present capability means we 1142 can't match what others are doing in our territory, let 1143 alone lead (Bergin 2016 
